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X-RAY PHOTOEMISSION STUDY OF SATELLITE STRUCTURE 
ACCOMPANYING CORE IONIZATION FROM COORDINATED NITROGEN 
Hans-Joachim FREUND. Harald PULM. Bernhard DICK 
and 
We compare the core ionization of free and adsorbed Nz 10 Xz bound head-on (wilh II lincx X2 -mctA bond) to ;! metal 
atom in a mononuclear organometallic compound. namely h5-dicarbonyl-c~clopsnlsJisnI-dini~r~~_r~n-msn~~nc~~~1). .A com- 
prehensive assignmenr is given for the full spectrum including main linrs and sutcllire lines on the bssis of numericA 
calculations. The conclusions ate compared to those earlier dsrived for carbon-monoxide c~vnplssss snd adsorbmes. Ths 
importance of doubly excited configurations for a correct description of ssrclliw ewirxion energies is dcx-rihed. 
1. Introduction 
In 1978 Fuggle and co-workers [I.21 found in- 
tense satellite structure (called shake-up) accompa- 
nying the core ionization of N, and CO adsorbates. 
An explanation of these results was provided by 
Gunnarsson and Schijnhammer 131 in terms of a 
model hamiltonian treatment. These authors 
showed that the ionization probability known from 
the free molecule is redistributed upon adsorption 
of the molecule due to screening of the core hole 
on the molecule by metal electrons_ The shape of 
the observed spectral function, e.g. energy distri- 
bution of ionization probabilities, was thought to 
be determined by the particular shape of the den- 
sity of states of the metal substrate. Subsequently 
it was shown by comparison between molecular 
coordination compounds and adsorbates [4.5] that 
a few metal atoms were already sufficient to repro- 
duce a core- and valence-hole spectral function 
that is virtually identical to the one observed in an 
adsorbate. These findings indicated that core- and 
valence-ionization spectra can be interpreted in 
terms of the iveil-known --surface-molecule ap- 
proach” (61. These comparisons were primarily 
carried through for coordinated CO systems with 
reiativsly strong bonding. In these C;~S~S the spec- 
trum did not depend very remarkably on the metal 
involved in the bond. It was questioned [7]. ho\v- 
ever. whether this approach is applicable to sys- 
terns with weak subsirate-adsorbate interaction. 
Very recently cluster calculations using the Xn XlS 
procedure [S] sho\ved thar the proposed extension 
of the surface-molcculc approach does work for 
the case of \vsskiy chsmisorbrd CO on Cu. Unfor- 
tunately weakly bonded CO complesss are not 
available_ Other examples with weak molccule- 
substrate interaction are Nz adsorbates which have 
been studied sxperimmtall~ [2.7- 131 and thcortti- 
tally [l&IS] in the core- and valence-electron 
region on various metal substrates. 
With N. coordinated systems we are in the 
position to compare a lveakly chemisorbed species 
in an adsorbate to a weakly bound molecule in a 
real complex. Therefore it was decided to study 
the photoemission from N, adsorbates and Ni 
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complexes Compared to CO systems the N, sys- 
tems are less stable by = 20 kcal/mol per mole- 
cule-metal bond. both m complexes and ad- 
sorbates. To be speciftc, for CO and N, adsorption 
on a Ni (110) surface the bond enthalpies differ by 
84.4 kJ/mol [ 19.20]. and the reaction enthalpy for 
hgand exchange in, e.g Ru(NH,),Ni* IS lower by 
74.4 kJ/mol [21,22] than m Ru(NH,),CO’+ *_ 
We report here on the first detailed expenmen- 
tal and theoretical comparison between the Nls 
core spectrum of a mtrogen complex namely k5-dt- 
carbonyl-cyclopentadtenyl-dmttrogen-manganese 
(I) with free mtrogen [23] on the one hand. and 
N,-transition-metal adsorbates [8.24] on the other. 
We have chosen this complex for three reasons- (I) 
there are no other mtrogen atoms on other ligands 
present m the complex. (II) there IS only one 
nitrogen molecule m the complex so that there 
exists no ambiguity for assignment of the spectrum 
and (III) the equivalent CO complex IS known [21] 
The present comparison leads to an assignment of 
the full range of satellites accompanymg Nls core 
ionization and to the drstmction between those 
excitattons known from the free molecule and 
those characteristic of the bound molecule. Also, 
our study indicates that a surface-molecule de- 
scription indeed is applicable to a weak 
chenusorpttve bond as represented by a N,-metal 
adsorbate. as far as the mterpretatton of the pho- 
toermssion spectra is concerned 
In this paper. we first describe the expertmental 
procedure to generate the spectra Then we pro- 
ceed with a short description of the theorettcal 
methods used to carry through the calculations of 
the core-hole spectra1 function. In section 3, we 
describe the qualitative ideas on which our mter- 
pretatton is based. Section 4 contains a detailed 
discussion of the experimental and theoretical re- 
sults in the context of known results from the 
hterature. The last part contams a synopsis 
* The absolute bmdmg energies are 150 9 kJ/mol for hgand 
exchange m the CO complex [22] and 125.4 kJ/mol m the 
CO adsorbate [19], 76 5 kJ/mol for hgand exchange m the 
N, complex [21] and 41 0 kJ/mol in the N, adsorbate [ZO] 
2. Technical details 
2 1 E_xperrmmtal procedure 
The photoelectron spectra were recorded using 
d modifted Leybold-Heraeus LHS-10 spectrome- 
ter m a d E/E = constant [25] mode The samples 
were prepared by subhmatmg the complex onto a 
hqutd-nitrogen-cooled metal (Fe. Cu. Ag. Au) sub- 
strate. The samples were kept at hquid-nitrogen 
temperature during data acquisition_ This was nec- 
essary to prevent the complex from evaporation. 
The energy scans were 50 eV wide and were covered 
by 256 channels using a dwell time of 2 s/channel. 
The spectrum shown m fig. 1 was recorded by 
averaging the data of four scans and subtracting 
the srgnal from the metal substrate. We have cho- 
sen the highest possible intensity achievable with 
the instrument at the cost of high resolution. The 
resolution was kept at 1.7 eV (fwhm). In this way 
we were able to get a reasonable stgnal-to-noise 
ratio at binding energies further below the mam 
line. The spectra presented have been reproduced 
using several different metallic substrates in order 
to rule out possible contributions to the spectrum 
from electrons of the metal substrates The effect 
of disintegration of the complex on the spectrum 
was studied by heating a sample before the spec- 
trum was taken and by irradiating the sample for 
30 rnin before data acquisition. Using this proce- 
dure we can rule out the possibility of contribu- 
tions from dismtegratton products to the spectrum 
shown in fig. 1. 
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Fig 1 Nls spectrum of (CsHs)(CO),MnN2 recorded wth 
MgKa radlatlon 
2 2 Computational procedure 
Calculations were done using .I semi-empirical 
CNDO LCAO SCF algorithm recently para- 
meterlzed to mlmlc ab mltlo single-particle proper- 
ties of transitlon-metal compounds [25.27]. The 
result obtamed by this method is then augmented 
by a conflguratlon-interaction calculation includ- 
mg doubly excited configurations 1281. In order to 
describe the Lore-ionized species we employed the 
equivalent-core method [29.30] We substitute the 
atom with nuclear charge Z which 1s to be ionized 
by the atom with the next higher nuclear charge 
(Z + 1) and calculate the system with unaltered 
number of valence electrons. This procedure al- 
lows us to calculate the motion of the valence 
electrons in an effectively changed core potential 
and models the change in potential upon core 
ionization. The excited core-Ionized states were 
calculated by a configuration-Interaction treat- 
ment including single and double excitations [28] 
In all ionic-state calculations we selected 300 con- 
figurations with lowest excitation energy out of 
5000 created confIguratIons of proper symmetry_ 
Relative intensities were calculated by projection 
of the wavefunction of the correlated ion states 
onto the wavefunctions of the neutral system. 
according to the sudden approximation [3 11. 
I:,, a I(\k,‘~=,~lcdl\k;,oo=c”)12- (1) 
Within this approximation a sum rule holds stat- 
mg that the first moment of the spectral function 
is equal to the Hartree-Fock elgenenergy [32]: 
E HF - E;," = c ( E,- - E;"") I;,, . (2) 
Since the states involved are linear combmations 
of determmants created from the set of self-con- 
sistently determined orbitals of the neutral 0, and 
the core-ionized x, system. we can write the mten- 
slty as [33]: 
(34 
(3b) 
\\hich is easily program.~bls. \ke Include in the 
mtenslty calculations onl) tho\c doublet stdtec; th,lt 
result from spin comblnatlon\ reprc\ented b) J 
singlet excitation in the \:tlence shell The spectral 
function calculated 111 this \\,1 C‘M be used to 
evaluate the sum rule. This in turn ~llo\\c us to 
calculate rela\atlon energies since this quantlt) is 
given as the difference bst\\ren the Hartrse-Foch 
eigenenergy and the true lomz‘itlon potential. 
3. Qudlitathe con\iderdtions 
For Illustrati\r purposes let us consider the 
most sunplr case of a dlatomlc molecule (.\B) 
mteractmg \\lth a single metal atom (Me). The 
orbitals of the neutral system resulting from the 
metal dz (hereafter called d_;) molecule -* 
(hereafter called -*) InteractIon (--acceptor mtcr- 
actlon) and from the molecule CI (hereafter called 
a) metal do/s (hereafter called do) interaction 
(a-donor Interaction) are schematlcall> sho\\n in 
fig. 2a [5] A non-interacting molecular - orbital 
(hereafter called 7) is also indicated. The orbirals 
appear to be localized predommantl> on the t\xo 
parent fragments With respect to the uncoordi- 
nated free molecule the unoccupied -= orbital 
becomes pa& populared. \\hlls rhe occupied (J 
orbital becomes partly depopulated. If ~\rf no\\ 
introduce a core hole on rhe molecule. e.g. on the 
center close to the metal_ the Coulomb interactIon 
stablhzes the unoccuplcd -* and occupied cr and - 
levels on the molecule \\lth respect to the metal 
levels. This causes the mixing bet\\een molecular 
and metal levels to change. The main result 1s an 
increased nu_ting bet\\een the c* and the d- 
orbitals and a decreased mlGng betlxeen the (J and 
the da orbltals Thus IS indicared m fig 2b b> 
changing the \\eight of the LCAO coefficients on 
the parent fragments. If \\e no\\ project the \a- 
lence orbitals of the core-lomzed species onto those 
of the free molecule \\e fmd the c* orbitals of the 
AB molecule \\ith larger population than in the 
neutral system. Population of the (J orbnal m- 
creases with respect to the neurral coordinated 
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Ftg 2 Sclxmatlc representanon of the mtewctlon of the valence orbltals of a metal atom (Me) wth a dmtomx molecule (AB) m the 
neutral (A) and the core-lonrzed (B) system Arrows m B mdlcare posstble shahe-up excitanons 
system This redistribution of electrons in the va- 
lence regon induced by the Ionization process (fig. 
2b) leads to an accumulation of electronic charge 
on the molecular moiety and thus to a screening of 
the core hole. The details of this screening mecha- 
nism determine the observed spectral function, in 
particular the intensity distribution. 
We use as an example to show thrs the one-elec- 
tron states depicted in figs. 2a and 2b. In order to 
calculate the intensity distribution we project the 
occupied orbnals of fig. 2b onto those of fig. 2a 
according to eq. (1). Clearly the overlap is not 
unity smce the shape of the orbitals has changed 
upon ionization. If we now excite an electron into 
the unoccupied orbitals, e g. n*, out of ?I we create 
a state that has a fmite overlap amplitude with the 
occupied orbitafs of frg. 2a and therefore has a 
finite ionization amplitude. The absolute magnr- 
tude of this overlap amplitude is sensitive to the 
size and sign of the LCAO coefficients of the 
wavefunctions. These LCAO coefficients in turn 
depend on the interaction between molecule and 
metal. We have shown [5] that for weaker 
metal-molecule interaction as compared to 
carbonyl complexes the overlap amplitude of 
frozen and equivalent-core-ion ground state, which 
determines the shake-up intensity, should increase. 
At the same time the energy separation between 
satellite and main line should decrease since the 
splitting between bonding and antibonding contrt- 
butions gets smaller. The latter statement however, 
holds only if the nature of the excited state stays 
the same as the metal-molecule interaction vanes 
Usually it is assumed that the excited state can be 
described as a single excitation. However, if the 
splitting becomes small and the overlap matrix 
element for a certain singly excited state becomes 
rather large then the overlap matrix element for a 
double excitation involving the same orbitals but a 
larger excitation energy is likely to get large too. 
The singly and doubly excited states mix, and 
consequently the intensity may be partly 
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transferred into the doubly excited state. After thts 
type of configuration mixing has been included, 
the intensity of the shake-up spectrum may peak 
at d higher excitation energy than expected wtthout 
thus additronal interaction_ We conclude therefore, 
that, even though the metal-molecule bond 
strength gets smaller, the observed shake-up elct- 
tatron energy nruy increase_ The intensity of the 
excitatton may increase as well. 
4. Results and discussion 
4 I. Esperrmental results 
N, on NI [%I l] and CO on Cu [34] represent. as 
menttoned before, cases of rather weak chemtsorp- 
tton as compared to CO adsorption on other tran- 
sition metals. The model outlined in the previous 
sectron predicts rather mtense satellite structure 
for these weakly chemisorbed systems in general. if 
the metal-molecule mteractron determines the in- 
tensity of the satellite structure. For N2 adsorbates 
these satellites have indeed been observed [8.1 l]_ It 
has been clatmed that in those cases the complete 
spectral function and particularly the fme struc- 
ture of the main lute is mainly connected with the 
parttcular shape of the density of states of the 
substrate and that the structure in the main lme IS 
not due to the inequivalency of the nitrogen atoms 
[7]. Thts argument was based on the shght drf- 
ferences observed m the fme structure of the lead- 
mg peak when adsorptton on various substrates 
was compared 171. 
For N1 complexes there exist only very frag- 
mentary data on N 1s satellites [35], whtle there IS a 
full body of measurements on Nls mam lmes 
[35-391, namely to demonstrate the inequivalency 
of the two mtrogen atoms after coordmatton to d 
metal atom. Leigh et al. [35] were the first to 
report on the split Nls photoemission signal from 
rhenium-N2 complexes. Thetr spectra do show 
satellite structure on the high-binding-energy side 
of the Nls mam line but these authors did not 
dtscuss the extra structure. Our spectrum (see fig. 
1) shows intense satellite structure on the high- 
bindmg-energy side of the Nls main line. wrth an 
energy separation of 7-8 eV. Binder and Sellmann 
I Nls 
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R_e 3 C0mpar1XUl of Xlb spectra of free x2 [‘3]_ 
(C,H,HCO),MnX!, and rht adsorbare s>srems S(110)/h2 
[9] and W( 110)/N, [Zl] The hmdm_e snrrgss of rht leadm_e 
peal. m the adsorbate sksrems haw hccn shgncd wlh those of 
the complex 
[36] have studied the identtcal cornpIe\ but did not 
investtgate the satelhte region. They studted the 
main line wnh higher resolution and found a split 
mam hne with a peak separation of = 2 eV_ It 
should be noted that the spectrum of Bmder and 
Sellmann 1361 very well fits underneath our main 
line. 
Fig. 3 compares the spectra of the N, complex 
arth those of free N, [23] and N2 adsorbates [9.24] 
taken from the literature. Fig 3 is Intended to use 
the known assignment of the satellite structure of 
free N, [40] to establish a comprehensive assign- 
IO4 H -J. Freund cl ul / Cow-hole Ioncafron _from nrrroqen 
rnent for the coordmated systems. 
The two satelhtes at lowest excitation energy in 
the free molecule have been assigned to be due to 
the two doublet states resulting from the In,-lnp* 
excitatton m the presence of the core hole [40]. It is 
known that the states ortginating from a lo-1~: 
excttation are split by = 7 eV as a result of config- 
uratton mteractton [40] *. The intensity of the 
shahe-up satellites caused by these states IS rather 
small The mtenstty of the satellite above 16 eV 
excttdtton energy IS by a factor of 3 larger than 
thdt of the one at = 10 eV. This latter satellite 
borrows its mtenstty through secondary spin cou- 
plmg [5]. The satelhtes as well as the mam line 
shift towards lower binding energy upon coordina- 
tton (see fig. 3) since in the presence of the hole 
the excited electrons feel the changed potential 
caused by extramolecular screening by metal elec- 
trons The vartous peaks are shifted towards lower 
bmdmg energres by shghtly dtfferent amounts due 
to the fact that the final state (z*) of the exctta- 
tton IS not tdenttcal to the free molecule. In parttc- 
ular the l~,--l$ satellite at small excitation en- 
ergy IS shifted close to the region of very intense 
satellites. which mhtbtts us to locate this peak. 
defnntely. In addition to the peaks that are due to 
cxcttattons on the adsorbed molecule the most 
intense satelhte occurs at = 7 eV below the main 
lme We asstgn thrs peak to excitations between 
those orbttals resulting from the coupling between 
N, and metal levels as dtscussed m section 3. The 
electromc excitations giving rise to this satellite 
peak take place mto the same level (T*) as in the 
case of the local mtramolecular Nz satellites, but 
start from an orbital with large metal character as 
opposed to the high N, character for the starting 
level of the local N, excttation (see ftg 2b). This 
~111 be discussed further below. The structure at 
= 29 eV excttatton energy has not been discussed 
so far. It IS not clear how to asstgn it. Whether it is 
due to shake-off structures (observed m this en- 
ergy range for CO coordinated systems) could be 
decided on the basis of the Auger N-KLL spec- 
trum of the complex [4]. Studies in this direction 
are in progress_ 
* See also ref 141) for the sphttmg of the Z--P* excltatlon ln 
free Nz 
This qualitative discussion. presented so far. 
shows that a comprehensive, unique interpretation 
of the satellite structure of compounds and ad- 
sorbates can indeed be found on the basis of a 
surface-molecule concept. The excitations on the 
adsorbed molecule can be identified in ccmparison 
with the free molecule. Intermolecular excitations 
are found. the intensities of which are in accord 
with qualitative predtctions. 
4.2. Theoretrcal results and comparison to 
espermerlt 
In order to lend addittonal theoretical support 
to our qualitative interpretation we present the 
results of a conftguratton-interaction study on the 
entire complex to describe the two possible Nls 
core-hole ionizations of the complex as well as the 
electronic structure of the neutral system Ftg 4 
contains the charge distribution calculated for the 
Fig 4. Atomic electron densitws for the neutral molecule and 
charge densltles for the ions The first value m brackets IS the 
charge density upon core ionization of the metal adJacen1 
nitrogen (Nl), the second 1s the charge density upon core 
ionization of the mtrogen further separated from the metal 
(N2) 
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ground state of the neutral system and for the two 
equivalent-core states. The important result for the 
further discussion IS the charge distribution on the 
nitrogen moiety for the neutral system. We find 
the nitrogen atom separated from the metal atom 
negatively charged, while the metal adJacent 
nitrogen carries a positive charge. Using this charge 
dtstribution we calculate a relative chemical shaft 
for the two rutrogen atoms of 2.46 eV wrth the 
metal adJacent nitrogen at higher binding energy- 
We used the ground-state potential model as dis- 
cussed by Gelius [42] and employ the opttmal 
parameter for nitrogen [30]. For comparrson wrth 
experimentally observed chemical shifts differen- 
tral relaxation energres have to be included. In 
order to do this according to the procedure out- 
lined in section 3 the complete spectral function of 
each core hole has to be known. Fig. 5 shows the 
supenmposed spectral functions of the two core 
holes. Frg. 6 shows the separate contributtons. The 
sum rule [eq. (2)] yields a relaxation energy by 0.1 
eV larger for the metal adJncsnt mtrogsn as com- 
parsd to the second nitrogen which then decreases 
the relatrve chcmtcal shift to 2.06 cV. keepmg the 
sequence of the core ionizdttons as expected from 
ground-state charge distribution. The calculated 
chemical shift of 2.06 eV compares fortuirousl> 
well with the experimental value of Binder and 
Sellmann [36]. 
The consequences of the ionizatron process for 
the electron drstributron for both nitrogen atoms 
are shown in frg. 7. In ftg. 7 the density-dtfference 
maps in the plane mdrcAtcd m the inserts of fr_g. 6 
are plotted_ The z a\rs is a measure for the charge 
density_ The difference IS tahen between the frozen 
ion state. descrrbed by the valence-electron wave- 
function of the neutral system. and the 
equivalent-core-ion ground state. For both hole 
states a rather high electron density accumulates 
on the ionized atom to screen the core hole. The 
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Ftg 7. Three-dlmenstonal plots of the pnmar\ hole states 
marhed ( pn _ , - p, ) m fig 6a and fig 6b The pl.me chosen m 
the molecule IS mdlcated 
size of the peak indicates the localization of the 
screening charge. The absence of ” negatwe” peahs 
of comparable stze is another indication for thts 
localrzation. It seems reasonable by inspection of 
fig. 7 that the relaxation energy is similar for the 
two core holes. The slightly larger relaxatron en- 
ergy of the metal adjacent nitrogen. however. has a 
rather strong influence on the relative intensities 
of the shake-up satelhtes for the t\\o core holes 
(see frg 6) This is a quantrtatixe documentation of 
the statement made in section 3 that the satellite 
intensrty is very sensitive to the srze of the LCAO 
coefficients of the \\avefunctions. This ~111 be drs- 
cussed m detarl further belo\\. 
The calculated satelhte excitation energies (see 
ftg 5) as well as the overall rel,rtt\e intensities are 
rn quahtatwe agreement with the e\pernnent of 
frg 1. Out of the 600 rwtted states used to calcu- 
late the spectral function of the 1~10 N 1s core holes 
only 142 states get non-zero mtenstty. At this 
point it IS mterestmg to investrgate the mfluence of 
double excitatrons on satellite mtensit? and elcita- 
tion energy_ We haxe therefore attempted an 
equivalent calculation usmg only singly ewited 
states. The result is presented for the t\\o hole 
states m ftg. 8. The quahtatwe result is sumlar to 
the one found for the full calculation. m particular 
as far as the trend in satellite intensrties for the 
t\\o different core holes is concerned. The relatilc 
satellite intensity. hoee\er_ 1s much smaller m fig. 
8 compared to frg_ 6. Also. the ewitatron energ! is 
smaller as compared to an equnalent calculation 
of coordmated CO [43]. From this we learn that in 
the case of coordinated N, the doubly ewtted 
states play an important role to reproduce the 
observed rather large ewltatron energ! apzn the 
intense satcllrte structure. This result drscusscd 
already quahtati\ely m sectron _7 1s qurts in accord 
\\ith chemrcal intuitron. It IS \\ell hnolxn that a 
Hartree-Foch descriptton falls IO correctly de- 
scribe the drssociatron of a system. or the bonding 
m a \\eahlv mteractmg system. In order to achicLe 
the correct beha\iour. corrsiarion has to be taken 
mto account For a closed-shell system the lo\\est- 
order contrrbuttons in a configuration-interaction 
expansion to describe the correlated wa\efunctron 
are doubly ewrtcd configurations [-%I] This is J 
reason wh) doublv excited states do not contrrbute 
as significdntl) in coordinated CO systems. 1~ here 
the metal-molecule bond is stronger [43]. 
Let us now imestigate in detail the nature of 
the ion states mvolved u-r the most intense shake-up 
transitions. Using the electron density distribution 
inserted in figs. 6a and 6b we can achieve this goal. 
We start \\ith the Nls core hole on the me-1 
adjacent nitrogen. On the right--hand side of frg 6~ 
N2 1s 
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FIN 8 (a) Same AS fog 6a usmg only smgly excited ion states (b) Same as lig 6b usmg only smgly excited Ion states 
the electron-denstty dtfference map (see also ftg 7 
for d defmltton of the plotting plane) calculated 
from the frozen Ion state, described by the va- 
lence-electron wavefunctton of the neutral system, 
and the equivalent-core-ion ground state IS plotted. 
Solid lmes represent electron gain in the ion, while 
broken lmes represent electron loss. The effect of 
core-hole creation on the valence-electron distrtbu- 
tton is obvious: A rather hrgh electron density 
accumulates on the Ionized atom to screen the core 
hole. As a consequence the valence-electron den- 
slty is redistnbuted all over the system Wlthin the 
plane plotted. the entire Nz moiety gains electrons. 
even the non-ionized mtrogen atom. while the 
metal atom looses electrons. The integrated total 
densltles per atom are shown m fig 6 for compan- 
son. The net effect of the Nls lomzatlon m the 
complex is a loss of 0.3 e relative to the neutral 
system. where the metal center already cdrrles 0 52 
e positive charge. This ioss 1s small compared to 
the electron-density loss calculated for NI-CO (0.9 
e) upon creation of a Cls hole. The larger charge 
transfer in the latter system IS partly due to the 
higher electron density on the metal atom in the 
neutral NI-CO system In both cases. namely Cls 
iomzatlon in Nl-CO and Nls iomzation in the 
manganese complex the metal atom carries dn 
absolute charge of = 0.9 e after ionization. Thts 
charge is transferred from the metal towards the 
coordinated molecule through a channel of ‘i; sym- 
metry We see from the plots of the hole states that 
simultaneously a small amount of charge 1s trans- 
ferred back towards the metal through a (J chan- 
nel This 1s due to the mcreased coupling bet\\een 
unoccupied T orbitals of the coordinated molecule 
but decreased coupling of the occupied (J orbltals 
of the coordinated molecule to the metal after 
loruzatlon as pointed out in section 3. 
As examples for excited Ion states we show the 
electron redlstnbution upon electron excitation for 
two states. To map out electron distributions the 
equivalent-core ground state has been subtracted 
from the excited states We have calculated the 
plots for those states that lead to large overlap 
with the frozen state. The largest contributing 
determinant, according to eq. (3). to the most 
intense satellites results from the HOMO-LUMO 
excitation m the core-lomzed complex. The 
character of these orbitais is shown in fig 9. The 
HOMO can be looked at as the bonding combina- 
tion of the 1~s N, orbital and a metal d orbital. 
while the LUMO is the antlbondmg combination 
of the same orbltals (see section 3). The dlstribu- 
tlon of atomic-orbital coefficients on the N2 moiety 
constituting the molecular orbitals of the ion is 
very slmllar to the dlstnbutlon m coordinated CO 
[43] The correspondmg orbltals for the Ni-CO 
system have been included in fig 9 for comparison 
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1431 The unoccupied linear combination has d 
rather large coefflclent on the ionized center. 11 hlle 
the occupied hnear combmation has a larger cocf- 
flrient on the non-ionized nitrogen atom. Thcrr- 
fore upon e\cltatlon charge 1s transferred to\\ards 
the ionized center. It is interesting to note that 
through the elcltation a considerable charge trdns- 
fer comes from the non-iomzed nitrogen. This 1s 
clearly seen m the first plot for one of rhe inrense 
sdtsllites. The second nitrogen looses 0.1 e. \\ hlls 
the Ionized center gains 0.04 e 111th respect to rhe 
equivalent-core ground state. A \ery sumlar situ,+ 
tion 1s found for the other excited states below 16 
eV excitation energy as c~emphf~ed. The state 
above 16 eV e\cltatlon energy belongs to the 
l~“--l$ excitation in free N,. For comparison we 
she\\ m fig. 10 the calculated spectrum of free N,. 
The intensity of this state IS rather lo\\. but 1;s 
‘52 - gh 
I 
, 
I’ 
(N-N 1’ 
NlS 
ENERGY IN EU 
Fig IO Calculated N Is spectrum of free N2 usmg onl} those doublet spm combmauons ahere the \aIence excltatlon can be described 
b) J smglet state [S] 
energy is close to the observed peak 
The discussion for the hole and excited hole 
states of the mtrogen further separated from the 
metal center proceeds very much in the same way 
The calculated (see ftg 6b) reduced satellite inten- 
suy in the case of this N, romzation can be traced 
back to the smaller overlap of determinants created 
from the HOMO-LUMO excitation and the frozen 
ion state As seen m frg. 9 the distributton of 
atomrc coefficients in the HOMO and the LUMO 
for this iomzatton 1s slightly different from the one 
found for the ionization of the metal adjacent 
nitrogen. in parttcular, the coefftctents on the N, 
motety are more balanced m the occupied bonding 
combmatron, while the unoccupied anttbonding 
combinatton has a large coefftctent on the metal 
adJacent nitrogen. An excitation into this orbital 
therefore does not contribute to a screening of the 
hole on ionized nitrogen. Tins rationalizes the 
calculated differences in satellite intensity and re- 
laxation energy between the two inequivalent 
nitrogen core holes 
5. Conclusions 
From our study we draw the following conclu- 
sions. 
(a) The photelectron spectrum of the Nls elec- 
trons of a coordinated nitrogen molecule bound 
wrthm a finite complex exhibits strong satellite 
structure simrlar to nitrogen adsorbates on transi- 
tion-metal surfaces. 
(b) The intensities of the satellites relattve to 
the main lines for the coordmated nitrogen mole- 
cule are larger than for coordinated carbon mon- 
oxide. The excitation energy is larger than in the 
case of carbon monoxide. 
(c) The experimental spectrum can be repro- 
duced by a conftguration-interactton calculatton 
usmg LCAO MO SCF wavefunctions on the basts 
of the equivalent-core approximation- The two 
inequivalent nitrogen atoms in the coordinated 
system lead to ran states that are energetically 
shifted relative to each other, with the nitrogen 
further separated from the metal at lower binding 
energies Ionization of the metal adjacent mtrogen 
leads to more intense satellite structure than the 
ionization of the mtrogen atom further separated 
from the metal. This can be rattonahzed by 
one-electron considerations involving the HOMO 
and LUMO of the two equivalent-core-ion ground 
states The larger excitatton energy of the satellites 
in coordinated nitrogen systems with respect to 
coordmated CO can be traced back to strong 
contnbutions of doubly excited states due to the 
weaker bonding in N, coordmated systems 
(d) The spectrum of the finite complex shows 
all the characteristics of the photoelectron spectra 
of nitrogen adsorbed on transition-metal surfaces 
The analysis presented lends support to an mter- 
pretatton of the core spectra of adsorbed nitrogen 
m terms of the iomzation of two mequivalent 
nitrogen atoms rather than in terms of substrate 
band structure. It supports a “surface-molecule” 
concept for the mterpretation of photoelectron 
spectra even for weakly chemisorbed molecules 
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